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Gerhard ULRICH of Guntalingen
Dissident, former political prisoner
Founder + former President of the citizen’s
initiative APPEAL TO THE PEOPLE
Network SALVE EUROPA !
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges

August 17th, 2018

Mister
Guido RAIMONDI
President of the European Court
of Human Rights
Council of Europe
F-67075 Strasbourg
The European Court of Human Rights: The biggest factory of injustice worldwide

cc: To whom it may concern

Did you say «Conspiracy theorists»?
Mister RAIMONDI,
Every judiciary victim is feeling spontaneously the existence of this conspiracy. I
experienced it not only through my humble person, but as well when studying all
judiciary scandals which I got to know. The condemnation to lifelong
imprisonment of François LÉGERET without any confession nor evidence, and
even in spite of well documented exculpatory evidence is dispelling the last doubt.
But if you speak about this conspiracy, the Lying press is denigrating you as a
«Conspiracy theorist».
On Internet one is finding that very competent academics did substantiate a long
time ago the really existing conspiracy of the worldwide oligarchs:
The Professor Francois-Xavier VERSCHAVE (†) described it from the French
perspective.
www.censure.info
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Dr. sc. ETH James B. GLATTFELDER evidenced the existence of the worldwide
cartel scientifically.
The German Holger STROHM is exhibiting the stranglehold of the worldwide
censorship. Google, Youtube, Facebook, change.org etc. are all collaborating.
A Video movie of the American Dr. Jorge MATA TORRES is convincing with the
efficiency of a hammer blow.
Frédérich Hartmut BERGER GÖTZ von Berlichingen is describing the
functioning of the Bilderbergers (called the world government).
However, how can this knowldege be served to the world public, in spite of the
Omertà imposed by the oligarchs?
A very great pioneer in this context is Ivo SASEK, the founder of www.kla.tv and
the Anti-Censorship-Coalition (AKZ) across borders of religions, races and
countries. The writer has attended on August 11, 2018 the 15th annual AKZconference in Chur / CH. 3‘000 participants, primarily from Germany,
Switzerland and Austria! Heavyweight presenters as e.g. the author Heiko
SCHRANG:
«Ihr Richter passt auf! Die Leute wachen auf.»
(You Judges whatch out! People are waking up.)

The Journalist and book author Gerhard WISNIEWSKI (author of the annual
book serie «verheimlicht – vertuscht - vergessen» concluded his presentation self
confidently of the coming victory:
«The ones up there will be surprised to have to acknowldedge, what we know
about them.»
No, we are not Conspiracy theorists, but Conspiracy revealers!
To you, Guido RAIMONDI
Gerhard ULRICH of Guntalingen
PS:
The cartel can even distroy careers of diplomats, as the one of the French Lady
Françoise NICOLAS, who was sacrified to the „raison d’Etat“.
Do not forget to sign the petition in favour of the French policewoman
BONELLO: www.change.org/p/r%C3%A9habilitation-pour-brigitte-bonello
Do politicians have the guts to sign it ?
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